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M o n d a y ,  Oc tobe r  An historical museum displaying 
25-Saturday, October pictures and other memorabilia of * 
3 0 .  JSU's 100 years will be open for 9 : 0 0  a .  nl. - I O:00 
a l u m n i  a n d  f r i ends  d u r ~ n g  a ti1 , 
H o m e c o m i n g  Week in  t h e  
auditor lum of the Theron E. hlon- 
tgomery Building. 
Thursday, October 28 Mel Blanc-Entertainment for all a,ln.  
ages. No admission, sponsored by 
JSU Student Government Associa- 10:OO a.m. 
t ion. 8:00 p.m.-Leone Cole 
Audiltorium. 
Theron E. Montgomery Building. 
General meeting of the JSU Na- 
tional Alumni Association. All 
alumni welcome. Auditorium, 
Third Floor, Theron E. Mon- 
tgomery Building. 
PARADE 
"J" Club Smoker-Athletic Field 
House. For information contact 
Jerry Cole, Athletic Department, 
435-9820, ext. 368. 
Limit 600. Advance reservations 
must be made. Use reservation 
form in this issue. If reservations 
are made, your tickets will be held 
in your name at Leone Cole 
Auditorium from 1 1  :30- 12: 15. 
Pre-Game Show 
JSU vs. Delta State 
I ridny, October 29 H o m e c o m i n g  P e p  
Rally-Cheerleaders, Marching 1la.m. OPEN HOUSE-The new Alumni Immediately follow- President's Reception-President's 
Southerners, Top 5 candidates for House located on Pelham Road. ing game Home. 
Homecoming Queen, bon fire, a 
live band & fireworks! Everone in- 1 I:@) a.m. B a l l e r i n a  A l u m n i  C l u b  8:30 Homecoming Dance-Jacksonv~lle 
vited! Intramural field at Pete Meeting-Th~rd Floor, Theron E. National Guard Armory (Besrde 
Mathews Colilseum, beginning at Montgomery Bulld~ng. Jacksonv~lle Hospital), sponsored 
b:30 p.m. A special invitation to all by the JSU Alumni Associatron. 
alumni! 12:00 noon-l:30 Alumni Luncheon-Seated Buffet ALE, A L U M N I ,  F A C U L T Y ,  
Saturdag , October 30 (carved roast beef menu). All alum- STAFF & STUDENTS ARE IN- 
Registration & Coffee-All a lumn~  nr, reunron groups, parents and V I T G E D .  T h e  S w l n g ~ n g  Homecoming 
frlends lnv~ted. $7.00 per person. Medallion5 will perform. NO AD- 9:00 a.m.-12 noon and reunron groups. T h ~ r d  Floor, MISSION. 
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Mrs. Grace Love and Alpha X i  
Left to right: Jana Tolbert, Carol King, Mrs. Grace Love, Deborah Samples, Tara 
Lee Clark, and Kelly Burroughs. 
Alpha Xi Delta 
'adopts9 grandparents 
,By SUSIE IRWIN of their philanthropy program. By con- 
Associate Editor tributing to the Christians Childrens Fund, 
The Alpha Xi Delta sorority has been thesorority enablesDesireeto attendschool 
visiting the Jacksonville Nursing Home a and also helps in paying her familys medical 
good deal lately to visit their "adoptive" bills and food costs. 
grandparents. 
"They really enjoy the visits and gifts 
very much," said Frances Byron, who plans 
daily activities at the nursing home. 
On birthdays and special holidays, the 
Alpha Xi's visit with their "adoptive 
grandparents," bring them gifts and shower 
them with attention. 
The "adopta-grandparent'' program was 
initiated this year by Alpha Xi under the 
direction of Deborah Samples, philanthropy 
chairman. More than 10 residents have 
been adopted by the sorority. 
The Alpha Xi Deltas also sponsor seven- 
year+ld Desiree Bayross from India as part 
Desiree writes letters to the Alpha Xi 
Deltas and has sent them a picture of her- 
self, while she receives little presents and 
letters from the sorority. 
Among the Alpha Xi Deltas who are in- 
volved in the "adopt-a-grandparent" 
program are: Kathy Owen, Kim Stephson, 
Angela Strickland, Debbie Pougeas, Nancy 
Turner, Stacy Boozer, Teresa Tidmore, 
Leah Bumpous, Lisa Monday, Nicky Yow, 
Nancy Smith, Allison Brasher, Robin 
Medley, Janet Edwards, Kelly Kerby and 
Diane Windsor. 
Mail center to open this January 
By SUSIE IRWIN 
Associate Editor 
The Mail Center, now under construction on the fourth 
floos of the Theron Montgomery Building, will soon be 
added to the list of physical changes and relocations on 
campus during this school year. 
By late January, 1983, the center should be in operation 
providing students with a private mail box and quick mail 
delivery of all first class and campus mail. 
According to Claude Gaddy, director of special services, 
students will also be able to obtain data sheets and schedule 
books for future registration from the center. 
Gaddy is now in the process of meeting with various 
departments on campus to discuss ways those departments 
can benefit from the mail center, such as financial aid, the 
International House and the personnel office. 
I Miss Black & Gold is Shelly Wilson I Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., 
presented their 3rd Annual Miss Black & 
Shelly Wilson, a native of Anniston, 
was crowned Miss Black &Gold "82" by last 
year's queen Caroline Men. First alternate 
was Stephine Turner, of Birmingham, 
Alabama, and 2nd alternate was Dottie 
Rernspy, of Anniston. There were 7 young 
ladies in all competing for the title 3 events: 
Talent, Evening Wear and Swim Suit. 
Shelly Wilson will be competing in the state 
pageant in February at the State Convention 
in Birmingham, Alabama. 
Between Nov. 1 and Dec. 15, students are advised to 
obtain their new box number from the present mail center 
on the first floor of Bibb Graves. All students are requested 
to begin using the new box number on all correspondence to 
provide for easier processing when the new center opens in 
January. 
On Aug. 25, the Campus Bookstore relocated in the 
Montgomery Building. According to Gary Smith, manager 
of the bookstore, "we feel that the new location is a much 
more ronvenient one." 
Hardee's also moved into the Montgomery Building this 
semester, creating what many consider a center for student 
activity. The well-known restaurant now serves the JSU 
public the same food Hardee's regulars are accustomed to. 
As a result of increased traffic in the Montgomery 
Building, a new parking area will soon be completed in 
front of the building: The entire general area will be 
reorganized for more convenient parking and better access 
to the building. 
The pool tables and ping-pong tables which were on the 
first floor of the Montgomery Building have been moved 
into Anders Hall (the Roundhouse). A big screen television 
and video games were also placed in the building. 
By Dec. 18, the Computer Science Center will move into 
the building recently vacated by the Campus Bookstore. All 
equipment now located in Merrill Hall will be moved into 
the building and should be ready for operation in the spring 
semester. Jim Green, the director of the center, said that 
students, as well as the University, will benefit by the move 
because of the faster processing and easier access it will 
provide. 
The Alumni Office will soon be moving into a newly 
purchased building located on Pelham Roa6 across from 
the tennis courts. 
feet. When asked if her future plans in- 
cluded modeling, she responded by saying 
that they really didn't. She says she feels 
that she can contribute more to society by 
continuinn in her chosen field of study, Edwards and Abel to ~erform 
which i s  Engineering and computer 
Science. Her hobbies are meeting people, 
skating, and dancing. When askedhow she 
felt about winning this honor, she said, "It's 
one of the greatest feelings I've ever had," 
Miss Dailey said of winning the pageant. 
Byron Benham, president of Triple A, his 
staff and all the individuals involved in the 
production are to be commended for the 
professional quality of the pageant. 
The Second Annual J.s.G. Jesus Music 
Festival is returning to campus this fall. The 
musicians who will be participating this 
year are "Shalom", a Christian con- 
temporary band from Annist'., Dail 
Smalley from Lincoln,AIabama and Terri 
Edwards and T i  Abel of Broken Stone 
Ministries from Jacksonville. The Festival 
is scheduled for Tuesday, November 16 in 
the Theron Montgomery Auditorium from 
7:00 until 10:OO p.m. There will be no ad- 
mission charged, although the opportunity 
to share an offering will be given. Everyone 
is invited and encouraged to attend. 
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Points Of View 
( Free press = a long standing tradition at Jax State 
Does JSU have a 'free press' tradition? This question was 
put to a few individuals who have played key roles in the 
campus newspaper through the years. 
Larry Smith, Financial Aid Director for the University, 
edited the school paper in 1968-69 when it was still the 
Collegian. Having been a JSU employee for 12 years, Smith 
Tim Strickland 
Editor-In-Chief 
has had the opportunity to observe the many changes the 
newspaper has undergone. But he doesn't recall any in- 
stances in which the students' right to an uncensored 
publication was ever challenged. 
"To my knowledge there has never been any censorship 
in the school newspaper," Smith commented. "When I was 
editor, Jack Hopper was the advisor. Mr. Hopper simply 
told me he did not care what we printed so long as it was the 
truth and we could substantiate it. I always kept that in 
 mind," he recalled. 
Rick Bragg, a well-known local sportswriter who edited 
the Chanticleer in 1979-80, was given the same free hand 
with the publication. 
"We never experienced censorship by the ad- 
mir]istration," said Bragg. ''During the time frame I was 
editor there were some mildly contrpversial issues on 
campus. The administration, if they had wanted to, could 
have censored us, but they didn't. You've got to respect 
that," he remarked. 
A s  editor, I have found the aforementioned statements to 
hold true today. Chanticleer advisors and other faculty and 
administrators at JSU occasionally express their opinions 
about what should or should not be printed in the Chan- 
ticleer, but the final decisions rest squarely on the 
shoulders of the student editorial staff. 
Dr. Theron hlontgomery, in a recent meeting, made the 
unprompted remark that he is a firm believer in a free 
press. His actions have held true to his words. Although he 
might not agree with everything we print, Dr. Montgomery 
has remained supportive of the Chanticleer. 
It is extremely important that the current administration 
(as well a s  future administrations) of this university realize 
the underlying importance of the campus media. An 
attempt to stifle any segment of it would be against the very 
freedoms this country is based on. Sadly enough, this very 
perversion has occurred at institutions of higher learning 
right here in Alabama. The 01' "we've got the purse strings 
so you'll dance to our tune or else" ploy can be a strong 
blackmail tool. Fortunately, however, it has never been 
one used at Jacksonville. In fact, the trend seems to have 
been to hold steady or increase the financial support of the 
newspaper from year to year. 
While Smith and Bragg were pleased with the "hands- 
off" policy, both expressed strong cautions regarding 
student journalists' responsibility and liability. 
"While the courts have established the precedent, 
basically, that freedom of the press extends to college 
newspapers, they also recognize that students face the 
same legal consequences for libel as  do the editors of the 
New York Times," said Smith. "It is, therefore, important 
for student reporters and editors to realize that, along with 
their freedom of the press, comes the tremendous duty of 
responsible journalism." 
Bragg expressed much the same caution. "A lot of 
college papers don't understand the laws of libel so they 
stumble into these situations," he remarked. "Once a 
paper gets the reputation of being a scandal sheet, they've 
blown it." 
To those who read this in future years, I leave these few 
words of advice : 
+Student journalists, take your task seriously and hold 
M y  to your basic right to a free press because, should 
you ever let it slip away, it might never be regained. 
+Administrators, realize that there will be years that 
please you and years that do not. Also realize that the 
university experience should prepare students to become a 
part of a free society by encouraging them to think for 
themselves. 
A 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
For several years now I have been im- 
pressed with the finesse and 
professionalism of the Drama Department's 
productions. Being a theatre enthusiast, I 
was thrilled to see the Drama Department 
would present a second season production. 
A recent article in The Chanticleer stated 
the second season production would offer 
students an additional opportunity to per- 
form and assist in the technical work of 
theatrical productions. 
Although I was elated about the second 
season production of "Bus Stop", I was 
upset when I saw its cast list. Two of the 
people fortunate enough to receive roles are 
not students here at Jacksonville. Che of the 
- -  - - 
Dear Editor, of this university: 
This is my third year here Dr. Theron Montgomery, 
at Jacksonville State in my opinion, is a caring 
University, and I have seen and intelligent leader'. He 
two different PTesidents of actively supports the per- 
the in action, forming arts,  athletic 
and two different presidents departments, music-related 
this uliversity in action, organizations, and Greek 
during three years. organizations, as well as 
I want take this OP- Independents. He stresses 
portunity to express my the importance of furthering 
feelingsofthenow-~resident one's education toward 
& le- 
The Chanticleer, established as  a student new- 
spaper at Jacksonville State in  1934, is published 
each Thursday by students of the University. 
Signed columns represent the opinion of the 
writer while unsigned editorials represent the 
opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. 
Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy 
of the JSU administration. 
career goals and interests. 
He is aware of the 
eaonomic crisis that exists 
today, and students here are 
fortunate in that our tuitions 
weren't increased this year, 
as was the case at many 
other colleges and univer- 
sities. 
I remember talking with 
Dr. Montgomery one day, in 
front of Bibb Graves Hall, 
before he became president. 
We were discussing my 
favorite personality, and one 
of his (at that time, anyway) 
- Dolly Parton. 
Although I was one of 
several thousand students, 
whom he didn't even know, 
we conversed freely, and 
with ease, and I could tell 
then that Dr. Montgomery 
was, and still is, sincerely 
interested in students' 
opinions and ideas. Editor In Chief ................ Tim Sfrickland 
Associate Editor Susie Irwin With this letter, I would ................... 
Associate Editor .Lynn LePine like to publically say, "thank ................. 
Sports Editor .Alison Andrews you," to Dr. Montgomery for ................. 
Secretary .Pam Strickland performing his duties well. I ..................... 
Feature Coordinator Liz Howle hope that the now-president ............... 
of the United States, and the University Photographer ...... .Opal R. Lovett future presidents of this 
............... Business Manager .Steve Foster are as open-minded 
The Chanticleer offices a re  located on the bot- and risponsive 6 the needs 
tom floor of Theron MontgomeryBuilding,Room of the United States as Dr. 
102. Theron Montgomery is to 
All correspondence should be directed to The J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
Chanticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State Univer- University. 
sity, Jacksonville, Alabama, 34265. Shcere:y, 
- .- 
L5rL5r7zSLj;s=~-d - =a%-z- T, e2ex, A-e -!+ - xzi7A&-m:3 - .-E - A b3 ST zaTaa Wn~;s Shew: 
men is an adult resident of Jacksonville, the students audition, should faculty or com- 
other is a faculty member at JSU. While I munity members be allowed to audition. 
am sure both of these men are very This was not the case with "Bus Stop" 
deserving and will present a believable auditions. I personally know several 
performance of their individual roles, the 
fact that they were awarded these parts was 
very unfair. If the second season program 
were indeed created to give students ad- 
ditional opportunities to perform, then 
selecting non-students as cast members is 
defeating a major reason for its establish- 
ment. 
One could possibly argue that older actors 
will add to the believability of a per- 
formance. I must disagree with this 
statement on the basis that acting is por- 
traying someone you are not, that may be a 
person with a different personality or in this 
case, a different age. Also, a young person 
can appear older with the aid of costumes 
and theatrical make-up. 
There are only a few specialized cases 
which I feel would warrant the casting of 
non-students in JSU productions. Of course, 
when child actors are called for community 
children should then be allowed to audition. 
Only when an insufficient number of 
talented students capable of presenting a 
believable performance who Efuditioned but 
were not cast. 
In the future, I feel that the Drama 
Department should hold auditions which are 
for students only. Those faculty members 
and community residents with an interest in 
acting should 6e reminded that the Anniston 
Community Theatre presents many good 
plays throughout the year. 
Until the auditions for JSU Drama 
Productions are reserved for JSU students 
many drama majors as  well as  students 
with an interest in the theatre will be 
deprived of the experience and education 
which they are pursuing. So, I am pleading 
my case to the drama faculty requesting 
that all auditions be held for students only, 
thereby not depriving students of the 
education and experience which all drama 
department productions were designed to 
provide. 
Rick Jason 
ALONG AND W SPUTA HERO OF WR ABOUT 76 
n)WN S ~ E S  ~/IENGE,:, 
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New fund honors over 100 retirees- 
Jacksonville State University will be a 
century old this academic year and, as part 
of the celebration, academic scholarships 
are beiig named in honor of over 100 retired 
faculty and staff. 
It is now possible for all alumni to honor 
favorite retirees with contributions to the 
JSU Development Fund. Contributions can 
be designated in honor of any retiree. 
Each retiree designated by a contributor 
will learn of the special gesture, but the 
amount contributed will not be disclosed 
(unless disclosure is requested by a con- 
tributor). 
No amount is too small and each con- 
tribution is taxdeductible. Contributions 
can be made for any number of retirees. 
To contribute, fill out the coupon on this 
page after selecting the person or persons 
you want to honor. A list of retirees is 
provided for your convenience. 
Compiled from University records and 
from the State Teacher Retirement System, 
the list represents an effort to identify all 
retirees. However, the list may not be 
complete. If you would like to contribute, 
simply fill out the coupon below and mail it 
along with your check or money order to: 
JSU Development Fund, Jacksonville State 
University, Jacksonville, A1 36265. 
All checks or money orders should be 
made out to the JSU Development Fund. 
The scholarship is beiig established to 
help potential students realize their am- 
bition to follow in the footsteps of JSU's 
20,000 alumni at "the friendliest campus in 
the South." 
According to JSU President Theron . r r ~ r r  . ¤ . • mh. ¤ = . m ' ' ' rn - rn ' ' ' ' ¤ ' . '' . ' m- I 
- l V W L  1u; 
~ontgomery , "announced federal cutbacks, ; I JSU DEVELOPMENT FUND, I as well as the limited state resources, is I 
making it very difficult for some of our : STATE UNIVERSITY, : 
bright& to attend college." : 
I 
In aletter to retirees, he continued, "You : Yes, I would like to help establish a: 
gave many years of dedicated service to : scholarship in the name of a favorite retiree. : 
Jacksonville State University and we will : My check or money order made out to the : 
forever be grateful for your loyalty and hard : JSU Development Fund in the amount of $- : 
work. The scholarship is a perpetual : - is enclosed. My name and address : 
program and we feel very meritorious." : is: I I 
I I 
I I 
NOTE: Every effort has been made to : The designated retiree(s) and amount(s) : 
identify and list all retirees. However, the : contributed: I 
list shown below may not be com- I NAME AMOUNT I 
plete. If you know of someone who should be : -- I I 
added, please enter the name and other ' 




Horace Lee Stevenson Mrs. Gwendolyn Wallace Josephine Wilson Mrs. Sara Aderhold t Dr. J. FrankGlazner (deceased) Leon McCluer (deceased) English Staff-Cleaning Service 
English Registrar-Chemistry Geography History 
L. T. Wilson (deceased) 
Earl Aldrup (deceased) Miss Mary M. Goggans Walter J. Merr i l l  Dr. Ernest Stone Physics 
Engineering English Attorney President Mrs. Lucile P. Webb Administration 
Dr. Loy Allison 
Education 
Dr. Marvin Anders (deceased) 
History 
Mrs. Esther E. Baab 
Music 










Dr. Bernard Hatch 
Foreign Languages 






Dr. Lawrence R. Miles 
Administration Dr. Harold Strickland (deceased) 
Dr. Bascom Mock (deceased) 
English Ja,mes Swindall 
Ethel Mock (deceased) Staff-Maintenance 
Staff Dr. Greene Y ,  Taylor 
Margaret Morris Education 
Staff-Bookstore George R. Teague 
James Murray Foreign Languages 
Staff-University Police 
Mary ~ g i l v i e  
English Roy Treadaway Staff-Cleaning Services 
Ray Wedgeworth (deceased) Clara Wisehapt 
Football & Baseball Coach Chemistry 
Maudie Whaley 
Staff-Cleaning Service 
Dr. Claude Wood (deceased) 
Dean 
Mrs. Margaret P. Williams 
Instructional Media 
Ramona M. Wood (deceased) 
Library 
Dr Mary Margaret Williams 




GRPAT SPLPOTION OF dSU 
IMPRINTPD ITPMS 
Mrs. Ada Curtiss (deceased) James B. Haywood Dr. Walter L. Ogilvie Dr. Edwin Van Keuren D,. Leon Mrs.  Carr ie May Wright 
Jackets * * Jerseys 
Shirts * * Sweaters 
Mugs Sr * @lasses 
I 
Decal8 * * Oaps 
h 
Music Administration Economics 
Miss Louise Douglas Olsen Miss Doris Mari  Bennett Mrs. Miriam W. Haywood 
Library Administration English 
Bert P. Bragg Mrs. Hazel D. Hicks Bunna Parris 
Staff.Ma~ntenance Accounting Staff-Cleaning Service 
Miss Lucille E. Branscomb Dr. Martha D. Howell Savannah Parris 
Business Education Education Staff-Cleaning Service 
Miss Kathleen Brown Arthur L. Honea LaFayette Patterson 
Library Staff.Maintenance History 
Newburn W. Bush Viola Hudgins Mary H. Van Pelt 
Math Staff-Cleaning Services Library 
Mrs. Frances L. Callan Miss Stella Huger (deceased) Dr. Elmer Pendell 
English Art Economics 
Mrs. Palmer D. Calvert Mary Humenik Mrs. Mary Poling 
Physical Education Nursing Administration 
Dr. William J. Calvert Edward B. James Dr. Emmett Price (deceased) 
English Economics Biology 
Mrs. Mary M. Campbell Mrs. Mildred B. Johnson Mrs. Kathleen Rambeau 
Chemistry Math Library 
Dr. James H. Jones Miss Kate E. Ray Mrs. Mary W. Cass 
Staff-Recreation Room Administration English 
Dr. Lucile Chapman Olga Kennedy Mrs. Julia Roebuck (deceased) 
History Geography English 
Mrs. Clifford Coffee Guy Key Mrs. Carrie Rowan 
Administration Staff-Maintenance Administration 
Dr. Houston Cole Elmer Knight Dr. Donald J. Salls 
President Staff-Maintenance Football Coach-Education 
Jobe L. Cwch E l i  Jefferson Landers Dr. Reuben Self 
Math (deceased) Graduate Studies 
Administration 
Liston Crow (deceased) Mrs. Louise B. Sewell 
Administration Harold Lawler Administration Staff-Maintenance 
Mrs. Janet H. LeFevre Mrs. Ola Crawford Sargent John Duncan 
Staff-Director of Maintenance English (deceased) Staff- Bookstore 
A. D. "Gus" Edwards Mrs. Bertha D. Lindsey English Sen. A. C. Shelton Administration Administration 
Ralph Lindsey (deceased) 
Jesse Edward Fain General Science Ruth Sinclair (deceased) 
Administration Art Department 
Mrs. Kathleen Fain Dr. Frank McLean (deceased) &:;LA. 
Staff-Admissions English 
Dr. Robert Felgar (deceased) Mrs. Mary L .  Lowery Dr. Anatol Von Spakovsky 
History Home Economics Sociology 
Dr. John T. Finley Mrs. Maude LuttreH (deceased) Dr. D. Staples 
Music English Biology 
Dr. Charles M. Gary (deceased) Mrs. Hazel Ma t thws  Mrs. William D. (Sara) Staples 
Chemistry Home Economics Administration 
ROY Gibson (deceased) Winna Fay Maxwell Julian W. Stephenson (deceased) 
Education Home Economics Basketball & Baseball Coach 




"Up Town On The Square" 
You Have A Special Invitation To Shop With Us 
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A cloaked figure. . . 
hiding in shame 
By L E  HOWLE There are few logical answers. 
A cloaked. hooded, female figure darts The string of tradition weighta heavily as 
from the do& to her car making &re m one a cause of h e c ~ m i n ~ .  It's simply a 
sees her as she slides into the front seat. She tradition that homecoming is the big game 
1B up. cranks the car and weaves her way through of the year for dates and dresah _ 
the many couples crossing the road to reach The 'everybody else has one' syndrome 
Paul Snow Stadium. As she crouches in the comes into play also. Those who don't have 
front seat to hide herself from any friends dates for homecoming feel out-ofglace 
who may recognize her a tear slips down her when they sit down among all the couples at 
face and splashes on the seat. Another the game. This is pan 
homecoming is here and once again she has best friend is part of one of the couples. - 
no date. Yet another etiology of this mysterious 
This does sound a bit ridiculous. Yet, year disease stems from a sense of wor- I 
titularly true if a girl's 
after year girls hide in shame of not ha-hg thlessness. Acquiring a date to such an 
a date to that all i m m t  game. important game lets a girl know she is ac- 
Thefie same young ladies may have gone ceptable. It's a type of reassurance. Seeing 1 
to every other game with 'the girls', h h g  this side, it is easy to imagine how girls not 
no thoughts of shame or embarrassment due asked to the game may feel a m3nse of 
to not having a date. 13ut as the week of rejection- 
homecoming approaches they panic trying 
desperately to get a date. It seems to be of There are two more very questionable 
little or no importance who they finagle into causes of Homecomingtoma. The first is the 
&is role. The important thing is having desire to receive a fragrant corsage. Not 
someone as an escort. 
The mystery of this disease, 
Homecomingtoma, is just that to many: a 
mystery. The cancer spreads silently at 
&st with no outward symptoms. By 
homecoming week, the cancerous growth 
has begun to take its toll nn w t ~ s r d  ap- 
pearance. Faces are marked with tight, 
just any flower will do for this corsage. It 
can't be picked from a yard, but must be 
commercially grown. A deeply, deeply 
hidden cause deals with the desire to buy 
new clothes. A date to homecoming is a 
very good excuse for buy& ncz c!st!xs. 
NO date, no new outfit. 
These reasons may seem very absurd to 
nervolrs lines, bags appear under the eyes many and indeed thiy may be. ~ u t  to those 
due to late night scheming and palms sweat &Is who hold the reasons valid, they are not 
from anxiety. the least absurd. These girls .kill continue 
Many mav ask, "Why is a date to donning their hooded capes and fleeing 
homecoming oi such great importance?" campus the day of homecoming. It's spreadiw. . . homecorningtwn+ 
Fast, Free Delivery 
College Center 
Phone 435-8200 
After you've cheered on 
the team and worked up 
an appetite, satlsfy and 
celebrate wlth a plzza 
from Dom~no's P~zza Call Our drlvers carry less 
uq and In 30 mlnutes or than $10.00 
less have a hot, delicious L~mited ellvery area 
pizza delivered to your @1981 Dcrnlnos P ~ z z a  Inc 
free, 30 mlnute dellvery dairy cheese. 
to over 100 college 
campuses nationwide 
So whether home or Phone 435-8200 
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UNA D VERTISED 
SPECIALS TOO! 
OPEN TONITE 
T I L  7PM , 
CLOSED 3:30 TIL 4 P M  FOR 
MARKDOWNS! 
NEXT TO TG&Y 
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Pat and Bert announce. . . 
'Creative Financial 
PAT Aid Made Easy' BERT 
Here we are once again. It's time for Homecoming, and 
neither of us has enough in our checking accounts to spring 
for a burger at Hardee's, much less take a date to a nice 
restaurant. (As if either of us could manage to get a date 
anyway. 
What do you do when you're in this situation? Easy. You 
get Pat &Bert's latest best seller, ':Creative Financial Aid 
Made Easv" (Rick Mondo, publisher, 1982, Birmingham), a 
real steal at only $7.95. Or, if you're too poor to buy the 
book, you read these excerpts we've kindly provided at no 
cost : 
-What every student needs is a high-paying job with good 
hours and benefits, right? Ever thought about stealing 
cars? The money can be tremendous since the used car 
market is booming. The hours are good too. You can go to 
class during the day and work a few hours at night. Even if 
you're caught, you're guaranteed housing, food, clothing, 
and weekly visits from friends. You'll probably even 
qualify for a student loan upon your parole from prison, 
since you don't get paid much money for making license 
plsites. 
-Think that stealing whole cars is too risky? Then try 
stealing parts from cars. Fabulous prices can be had for 
R. Stacy McCain 
As I sat in the Chanticleer office last Friday, compiling 
the "Radioactivity" portion of this column, it occurred to 
me that radio programmers have an incredible amount of 
power. After all, most people buy records on the basis of 
having heard them on the radio. Yet radio play liits are 
based on charts which r d e c t  records sales. Thus, record 
companies (and their artists) find themselves caught in a 
vicious circle: to sell records, they must get radio airplay, 
and to get radio airplay, they must sell records. 
Perhaps the only factor which can break this cycle is 
requests. The telephone is a powerful weapon in deter- 
mining which records are played and which are not. An 
items like hubcaps, tires, stereos, and gas caps. Don't 
worry about the owners either. They'll just lie to the in- 
surance company and make money on the job you did. Lazy 
Stiffs ! 
-Everyone's heard the old expression that you can't get 
blood from a turnip. But you cah get blood from a student, 
and a student can get money for blood. Try not to do this 
more than twice a week, regardless of how badly you want 
that new Trans-am. Otherwise, you'll be so pale someone 
will use you as  a window and the people at the blood bank 
will think you're a wino, especially when they see you 
staggering in again, weak from loss of blood. 
Those are the easy ways to earn money. Here are the 
hard unpleasant jobs. 
-Having people ask you intimate questions about your sex 
life, suicidal tendencies, or your obsessive attachments to 
inanimate objects like your teddy bear can become old very 
quickly, but being paid to be a guinea pig in psychological 
experiments can be a way to make ends meet. This works 
especially well if you're the multiple personality type, since 
your union will force your employers to pay double, triple, 
or more, depending on the number of people you are or can 
become. 
example of this can be currently seen in the progress of the 
Gap Band's "You Dropped A Bomb On Me." 
Five weeks ago, the second single from the Gap Band N 
LP was at number 30 on the 9 2 4  playlist - - - very low 
rotation, heard no more than three or four times a day. 
Listeners, however, began phoning in requests and the song 
began to move quickly toward the top. The next week, it 
jumped ten slots, to number 20. Then it moved up eleven 
notches, placing it squarely in the top ten. Twenty-one 
places in two weeks clearly earmarked "You Dropped A 
Bomb On Me" as a contender for the top slot. Within two 
weeks, it fulfilled its promise - this week, the Gap Band 
made it to number one. Other records sold more copies. 
Other acts (the Who, for example) toured more. But, in five 
weeks, the Gap Band jumped twenty-nine slots on WUS's 
playlist, while the Who's "Athena" (number twenty-nine, 
five weeks ago) has moved up only twelve places. 
The reason? People picked up their telephones and dialed 
4355463. The next time you criticize 9W for not playing 
your favorite song, think. The solution is o9y as far away 
as the nearest telephone. 
A review - 'The Music Man ' 
By SUSIE IRWIN 
Delightful music, light comedy and 
superb acting provided the key elements for 
a well-rounded opening night presentation of 
"The Music Man" by the JSU Drama 
Department, Tuesday night. 
Under the professional direction of Wayne 
Claeron, the cast carried the story smoothly 
through colorful and imaginative sets. 
Lighting was the play's only flaw. ~t 
times the faces of the players were 
sometimes too dim and over-shadowed. 
This occurred often when the players stood 
near the exits. 
The orchestra supporting "Music Man" 
keep the show flowing well-in-tune by 
delivering each number with ease. 
Exceptional describes the DOUGLAS john 
stetz costume designs, the versatility of 
which is apparent in the beautiful, yellow 
gown of Marian Paroo to the eraDes ador- 
Marie Landaiche. Brown displayed won- 
derful comedic presence and Landaiche's 
voice was flawless. 
A definite highlight of the show occurred 
in the "Till There Was You" number when 
Brown and Landaiche combined their fine 
vocal talents. 
The "barbershop" quartet of Jimmy F. 
Tompkins, Kevin D. Smith, Joe Williams 
and R. Scott Boozer were enjoyable 
throughout the play but most of all when 
performing "Goodnight Ladies" while at the 
same time the River City "ladies" offered 
the hilarious "Pickalittle." 
The "River City ladies," led by Susan 
Faust as Eulalie MacKecknie Shinn, the 
Mayor's wife were obvious crowd pleasers. 
But it was the "River City kids" that stole 
the hearts of many, especially Justin L. 
Johnson with his rendition of "Gary, In- 
" .  hg the "greek" dancers. m a . "  Others turning in solid character por- 
ROksmr and Marian Paroo trayals were Michelle Gibson, Steohanie Were ~ r o f e A o n a l l ~  ~ t r a ~ e d  by ffsmlliar 
~ ~ a t h ,  B ~ *Spence and Scott Whorton. JSU players, Shelton Brown and Angelle 
-Become a terrorist. With the cost of materials, labor, 
and insurance today, most universities find it much easier 
and cheaper to pay off demented bombers than to go to the 
expense of building an entirely new campus. This job is 
probably easiest for you chemistry majors, since you've 
probably already blown up several labs already. Just 
think, if the school does pay off, you can even afford grad 
school. 
Start  a church. This can be profitable, even tax-free. 
Claim to be able to heal microwave ovens and ailing T.V. 
sets by touch. Since almost anything can be fixed by a 
sharp blow to a crucial spot, you'll probably succeed often 
enough to make tdns of green s M .  If your ministrations 
should fail, mumble something about Three-Mile Island and 
communist infiltrators and you'll probably get off the hook. 
-Write a book about how to make extra money. Advertise 
it heavily and watch the bucks roll in. 
These are but a few of the myriad solutions to the money 
crunch contained in our new book, which hopefully will 
make enough money to allow us to complete our education 
here at the Friendliest Campus in the South. Buy your copy 
today. 







..... '9 Accent Floral Desibns 
by Garth 
114 E. Clinton On The Square 435-6933 
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265 
"Buy Your Homecoming 
1 ' '  Flowers Here. 
1 
L 
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Theatrical make-up creates characters for plays 
By JEFF McKERLEY Let me explain. In realistic theatre (depicting everyday Now, if YOU have not seen "The Music Man," see it to get 
~ h ~ t r i ~ ~ l  make-up, although frequently combined with life), the actors and actresses may choose to wear no the total effect of the makeup, COst~Ines, and scenery. And 
castume, belongs in a class of its own, ~t has evolved from makeup at all. On the other hand, the actor might have to if You have a chance, congratulate Scott Whorton on his 
the use of masks, by the ~ ~ ~ k s ,  to what else - the use of use a great deal of makeup to translate the character to the fanta$tic makeup plans for the show. 
nothim. audience. 
Michelle Gibson . . . as Mrs. Pamo 
These pictures show the more drastic changes an actor or 
actress must go through to arrive at his or her special 
character. For the more subtle changes of the other actors, 
the makeup is used mainly to distinguish parts of the face 
that would fade or otherwise look pasty or plain under the 
bright lights. 
For instance, Alison Andrews is portraying a part that is 
similar in looks to Grant Wood's painting "American 
Gothic." She must shadow more (to hollow out her face) 
and use the dull shades of color to achieve this look. On the 
other hand, Michelle Gibson portrays Mrs. Paroo and must 
use brighter shades of color to bring out the cheerful, quick- 
wittedness of her character. 
Of course, the excessive use of bright colors is permitted, 
also. Susan Faust, portraying Eulalie M. Shinn, uses this 
method. Her character is a pompous, arrogant, osten- 
tatious person; therefore, her makeup has to coincide with 
Kevin Smith . . . as Oliver Hix AUson Andrews . . . as the farmer's wife Bert Spence . . . as Mayor Shim 
k 
Homecoming from a Stone Center to host concert 
The JSU percussion ensemble and the JSU the early percussion music of 1930 to a 
black perspective Dance Company will present a joint concert more recent ethnic study called mican  on Monday, Nov. 15, at  the Stone Center for Welcome Piece. The Dance Company will Performing Arts. The concert will begin at 8 interpret this music with a combination of 
p.m. and is free to the public. The program the classical ballet and modern dance 
By GIL SANDERS just about everyone, and the shown a t  homecoming." will feature a variety of musical styles from Styles. 
Homecoming at Jax State green grass of the football Another student said 
conjures up many different 
sights, sounds, and colors. 
One visualizes the sights of 
Southern Belles in the 
Homecoming parade, the 
great mass of suitcase 
college students who have 
stayed up for what is 
probably their only weekend 
on campus, and the sight of 
pictures being taken on 
fraternity house lawns of the 
guys in their respective 
fraternities who pose with 
the same southern Belle 
featured in the parade who's 
now dressed in antebellum 
garb. 
The sounds that come to 
mind are the sounds of music 
flowing from every dorm, of 
students laughing and 
partying and finally, the 
sound of the southern belle 
as she proudly introduces 
her parents to her sorority 
sisters. 
field that has been separated 
into yard markers by white 
lime. 
One color one doesn't 
normally think of is the color 
Black. Think about it. This 
color seems to have no place 
in our array of sights, sounds 
and colors. For the purpose 
of this article a number of 
Black students were asked, 
"What does homecoming 
mean to you"? I was shocked 
by some of the answers 
given, but they are worthy of 
pint  because they seem to 
represent a large percentage 
of the Black students polled. 
The answer that bothers me 
most is, as  one student said, 
"Homecoming , means  
nothing to me, absolutely 
nothing!" His reason for 
saying this was, 
"Homecoming at Jax State 
is a long standing tradition. 
It has its roots going back to 
homecoming doesn't mean 
very much to her either, 
because she feels that blacks 
are not properly represented 
in the homecoming 
festivities. 
Other answers were not so 
dismal, however. Most Black 
fraternity members polled 
feel homecoming is a time 
for partying! "We have a lot 
of fun!" one said. He went on 
to say however, "It's fun if 
the police don't given us a 
hassle for 'stepping' on the 
Rock." See Omega Psi Phi 
members for decoding of last 
paragraph. Some of the 
black sorority members see 
homecoming in much the 
same fashion as their white 
counterparts. Like the 
southern belle, they like to 
dress up, take pictures, and 
introduce their parents to 
their sorority sisters. 
when the school was first 
me cO1Om One thinks :onwived and with JU state TYPING & DRAFTS 1 
are the red and white being one of the most 
uniforms of the segregated schools in the CALL 
the red and white outfit3 of so;th:~ don't see where 1, as 
h e  dmi, the golden hue of a black snadent can identi@ 
- i L l g  cons&%ea by mfn +he & p r i ~  oemg &+ * +;eel- * a .
No. 5 East Public Square 
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265 
Phone: 435-6887 
Rental & Sales 
Nurses Uniforms & Shoes 
Wheel Chairs 
Medical Emblems Scrub Suits 
Free Consultaion 
Oxygen For Home Use 
Many More Items 
Come In Or Call Today. 
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NOV. 2 Dr. Gary Yunker, associate professor of psychology at JSU, . 
will address the Student Dietetic Assoc. on "social 
relationships and the working atmosphere" in the Tea 
Room of Mason Hall at 7 p.m. 
3-6 The drama department will produce "Death of a 
Salesman" at the University of Alabama during the 
American College Theater Festival. 
JSU geography department faculty and students are in- 57 vited to attend The Society of Ala. Geographers' outing at 
Oak Mountain State Park. Contact Dr. Howard Johnson for 
details. 
6 The men's track team will compete in the GSC Meet in 
Carrollton, Ga. 
220 Women's Volleyball schedule: UAB, Nov. 2; UNA, Nov. 5; 
Huntingdon, Nov. 8; UAB, Nov. 9; Troy, Nov. 13; GSC Meet, 
NOV. 19-20. 
6-20 Women's track: State Championships, Troy, Nov. 6; NCAA 
Nationals, Nov. 20. 
Ea. M&W 
Church 
Lee Manners, JSU associate professor of art, will present 
"Quarter of a Century Retrospective" at Hammond Hall 
Gallery. 
The Charismatic Christian Fellowship will coordinate the 
annual Jesus Music Festival from 7-10 p.m. in Theron 
Montgomery Auditorium. Admission is free. The rock 
& roll band 38 Special will appear in concert at the 
coliseum.+++Dr. Sanford Bedeman of Georgia will 
lecture on "the landscape artist and scientific exploration". 
Time and place will be announced later. Contact Dr. 
Howard Johnson for details. 
Aerobics class; $2 per session; 4:305:30 p.m. at coliseum; 
contact Regina Rowan for details at 4354086. 
Unless otherwise specified, all devotionals for JSU students 
will be held at McCleur Chapel. Exceptions are BCM and 
Church of Christ, and Wesley Foundation, which have their 
own student centers near campus. 
APA - Alpha Phi Alpha DST (Oct. 31) - Daylight Savings Time LAE - Lambda Alpha Epsilon (Chrhriminal Justice Assoc.) 
CCF - Chrasmatic Christian Fellowship FOC - Fellowship Outreach for Christ NCF - Nurses' Christian Fellowship 
csc - &istian student a n t e r  (much of Christ Building) G.0.P.H.E .R, - God's Obedient People Having Exciting TRACK - Men's program 
CROSS COUNTY - Women's track Revival VOLLEYBALL - Women's volleyball 
DST (Oet. 21) - Delta Sigma Theta ICC - 1nterClub Council YGE - Youthglow Experience 
, . 
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Former student remembers ice 
cream socials, spelling bees 
By SUSIE IRWIN was attending Jacksonville State Teachers 
Associate Editor College. 
"We're very proud of her," said Elene 'lTO active and not to give up,'' 
sparks chastain of her mother, &eyear4ld stated Mrs.- Sparks describing her 
Manilla Sparks, a former student of the philosophy for life. 
At the same time Mrs. Sparks was at- 
tending nursing school, her daughter, Elene, Manilla Sparks 
b 
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Cambridge Diet ideal for some 
By DONNA HENDRM 
Is the Cambridge Diet really good for your 
health? The Cambridge Diet is just one of 
the fad diets that people are relying on to 
lase fast and easy pounds. 
"The basic thing I see wrong with the 
Cambridge Diet is a reliance on a liquid food 
to bring about a quick weight loss rather 
than a change in behavior toward food 
habits, that would result in a more per- 
manent weight loss, "stated Dr. Virginia 
Yocum, an associate professor of home 
economics and a registered dietitian. 
Three times a day the dieter drinks a 
flavored powder mixed with water called 
the Cambridge formula. The diet provides 
only 330 calories a day which is not enough 
to maintain basal metabolism. The average 
person needs at least 900 calories per day. 
The diet consists of 31 grams of protein 
from milk solids, 44 grams of carbohydrates 
from sugars and two grams of fat, as well as 
the recommended intakes for vitamins and 
minerals. 
"The Cambridge Diet has really worked 
for me. Since going on the Cambridge Diet, 
I have felt better and have had more energy. 
Cambridge has all the vitamins and 
minerals that I need, as well as giving me a 
balanced diet," stated a Cambridge Dieter. 
The Cambridge Diet originated in 
Cambridge, England and it has gained its 
popularity in the United States. Dieters 
have lost six pounds in forty eight hours and 
fifteen pounds in one week. 
Before starting the diet, one must consult 
a doctor and must have medical supervision 
with diets under 800 calories per day. 
This diet is not recommended for mild 
obesity, for pregnant women, for those 
suffering from chronic illnesses such as 
diabetes and hypertension nor for children. 
When those people who are on a liquid diet 
return to their normal eating habits, they 
again gain weight," explained Dr. Yocum. 
Reba Key stated, "The Cambridge Diet 
helped me lose weight but I'm afraid to 
continue using it because some of the 
canisters have been found to be con- 
taminated with salmonella." 
Those who are trying to lose weight must 
try to cut down their eating habits and not 
eat between meals except a piece of fruit. 
"Research has shown that the more 
permanent weight loss is obtained by those 
who eat a balanced diet, but reduce their 
total calorie intake," stated Dr. Yocurn. 
Announcements 
BalloOnS and beer must come to the ROTC night. Admission free for ah 
building for purchasing by students. 
All organizations are Fridav afternoon. 
encouraged to purchase the 
ROTC balloons. 'What's UP Doc?' Give blood 
- 
The group which buys the 
most balloons (at least 50) Me1 Blanc will be per- Give Your blood. Share 
wins a keg of beer from forming in the Leone Cole Your Me. TMB Auditorium, 
ROTC. The organization Auditorhun at 8:OO Thursday Nov. 23, 11-5 p.m. 
TONITE, FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
PEGASUS 
BEER HUNTER NITE 
BROTHER'S 
Next Wednesday - Nov. 3rd. 
Michelob l i te  - $Io0 
EMay nese h e  Specials And He4t 
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* They're called the Marching Sout 
The Flag Corps accompanies the musicians with a spectacular display of color & rhythm. The Ballertnas, chosen for the Southerners instead of majorettes, b n  
le : "Practice is a Head rifle Steve Clark 
s make it all wor- choregraphs al l  the rifle 
routines. 
: "Southerners is * 
t 
dramatize the music with precision dance. g, 
The tmmpet h e  practices their drill8 daily to insure perfection 
during performances. 
4 * 
Drum major Steve Dunn keeps tlme for the 
Southerners as Tom Moore plays a leisurely tune. 
The mellow tones of the saxophone offset the shriller notes of the brass. 
* la 
Even the instruments left unattended embody the 
spirit of the Marching Southerners. 
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Everyone lmows witches can fly, but few acrobatic skills on a trampolhe for this 
people realize they also wear the latest special Halloween photo captured by JSU 
jogging shoes in order to get a good running photographer Opal Lovett. Kim, a business 
start. Actually, this "good witch" is ~ i m  major, is the daughter of Mrs. Beverly J. 
Leeper, a Jacksonville State University McKenna of Columbiana. 
cheerleader, who agreed to display her 
J'ville haunted by legends 
By SUSAN MARTIN 
With Halloween and 
Homecoming back-bback 
this year, it seems only fair 
to let the reader and the 
student know what heshe is 
up against. There are 
certain "conditions" that 
might make one nervous 
when heshe considers how 
they might affect the out- 
come of the game. "What 
are these conditions?" you 
may ask. 
Most important is the 
rumor that J'ville is haun- 
ted. For many years, there 
have been stories of haunted 
houses and other spooks 
which plague this area. 
An old house, just north of 
the college, used to be one of 
these. It was called 
Wellborn's Mansion until it 
was mysteriously burned 
down. People enjoyed 
gathering there around 
Halloween because it was 
supposed to be haunted. An 
old man, who had once lived 
there, came back, leaving 
scraps of bread and pieces of 
paper behind as  a warning to 
those who dared to enter his 
house. 
Another legend tells of the 
young Felshane couple that 
had a baby but couldn't 
afford to keep it. One night 
when the moon was full and 
the skies were clear, the 
couple drove to a bridge not 
far from Jacksonville, and 
dropped the baby over. Ever 
since then, you can stop on 
the old bridge and hear the 
baby's heartbeat, pounding 
loudly through the air. 
On campus many have 
heard mysterious noises and 
seen strange happenings in 
Bibb Graves when the halls 
and lecture rooms are 
supposed to be empty. A 
former teacher, now 
deceased, is said to roam the 
halls every so often, longing 
for her teaching days ar,d 
searching for her classroom. 
Sigma Nu is reported to 
have experienced similar 
incidents; however, their 
"ghost" is a former resident 
of the house, who comes 
around to visit the new oc- 
cupants. 
AU of these and other tales 
may make this a spooky 
Homecoming. So before you 
make your plans to roll 
yards and steal candy from 
youngsters, it may be wise to 
consider ways to help in 
Homecoming. You may take 
such precautions as avoiding 
black cats and wearing 
garlic necklaces. Or if you 
want to keep it simple, just 
show all of your enthusiasm 
for the game and all the 
Homecoming activities. 
Doing this will assure a 
victory for the Gamecocks. 
Otherwise, the spirits of 
the past may curse this area 
and bring the winning record 
of Homecoming b a frightful 
end. 
Ghost of Miss Emma 
roams Ward home 
Carlton Ward doesn't joke about ghosts at 
Halloween anymore. Not since his eerie 
encounter with Miss Emma. 
Ward, assistant pofessor of drama at 
Jacksonville State, said he and his wife . 
Sharon saw Miss Emma,the ghost,on two 
occasions in 1972 at their home in Danville, 
Va . 
Miss Emma was the first wife of a 
Virginia planter. She died of natural causes 
following the Civil War and her husband 
married a younger woman. 
"Miss Emma didn't approve of the second 
wife, the story goes, because she thought she 
was too young," Ward said. 
So her spirit lingered, and later occupants 
of the home told of seeing Miss Emma 
rambling in the home and on the surroun- 
ding grounds long after her death shortly 
before 1900. 
Years later, the home was purchased by 
Ward's parents, Ralph and Bernice Ward. 
Young Carlton heard the stories, but he 
remained skeptical until one winter evening 
at about midnight. 
"I was sitting on the bed and Sharon was 
on the other side of the room at a dresser 
with her back to me. I looked over and saw a 
woman standing beside Sharon looking at 
her. She turned and walked across the room 
and around the bed, and she glanced at me 
indifferently as she walked past. 
"I wasn't scared, but what concerned me 
was that the ghost was beside my wife when 
I first glanced over there." 
Ward said he had not been napping and 
could not have been mistaken. 
"It was much more than just a glimpse. I t  
was a big room, and I had time to get a good 
look at her. She was wearing a thin linen 
dress that would have been popular in her 
day. She was a young woman." 
Ward said he composed himself and did 
not tell his wife about the incident. But, 
several nights later, Mrs. Ward had an 
encounter of her own. 
"Sharon walked into the bedroom and saw 
Miss Emma at the window, just standing 
there sort of forlornly looking out. 
"But this time Miss Emma's visit lasted 
about 20 minutes. Sharon just sat back and 
watched her to see if she would speak or do 
anything. Once she turned to Sharon as if 
she might be ready to say something, but 
she never did speak." 
Ward said Miss Emma appeared as a 
three-dimensional figure, "translucent- 
almost transparent ." 
Ward remains convinced that he and 
Sharon saw a real ghost. 
"There's no doubt about it. I do believe in 
ghosts." 
But Ward says he has other reasons for 
believing in ghosts than seeing Miss Emma. 
"There are cases on record of people who 
had amazing supernatural power. There 
was a man living in New York during WW I1 
who was contacted by the Royal Air Force. 
He helped them locate planes that had been 
downed in the war. Sitting in New York, he 
could give them the exact longitude and 
latitude of the planes. This stuff is real." 
He thinks ghosts may result from energy 
left behind by a person. 
"They may appear for physical reasons or 
for emotional reasons," he said. 
Why did Miss Emma appear? 
"Perhaps she just wanted to make her 
presence known," he said. 
Ward's parents know all the stories, but 
they have never seen Miss Emma per- 
sonally. And they say the last reported visit 
by Miss Emma was that evening in 1972 
when Sharon saw her at the window. 
"My parents attribute the sighting to a 
cucumber and mayonnaise sandwich we ate 
before going to bed," Ward said. "But still, 
when we hear things bump at night, we think 
of Miss Ehna."  
Unisex Haircutters 
SOUTHERN ACCENT 
dudy Kilgore, Owner & Operator 
101 South Pelham 485-4040 
daoksonville, A1 86865 
4 Stylists To Serve You! 
Evening Appointments 
' ," - r --, %'aJ->.z&. *shsh-Y>2 'a; 
Available 
3 '  i kt 
J 
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Organizations Zeta Tau Alwha 
sky as the Gamecocks take to the field. show.  he spirit was back and everyone's Homecoming Festivities. pyramids were really ingenious - especially Homecoming is here and we're planning 
2TA's and ATO's - congrats guys and gals! on having a blast at all the functions the SGA 
AT0 It's Ghost-and-Goblin t h e ,  and last has planned. Chevy six, Me1 Blanc, the Pep night the Phi's threw a Halloween Party for Rally, and the Parade are all going to be 
the sisters and big brothers. Everyone great; but the GAME iS going to take it all! 
By JIM STUMP and are pleased to have you represent our dressed up and had a perfectly horror-ible Let's keep up the winning tradition! Happy 
The brothers and pledges of the Eta Theta fraternity. Your much needed support will time! Following the party, thanks to Linda Birthday JSU and Go Gamecocks! 
chapter are gear$ up for a great be appreciated throughout the year. 
homecoming weekend. We extend a warm Congratulations to our pledge and little 
welcome to a 1  of the alumni, parents and sister bf the week. They are Jayson Smith Sigma NU raffle 
friends who will be visiting ths weekend. and Annette COSXI~~S. Thanks for Your Sigma Nu will be raffling asemester$ frw at the JSU-UNA Pep Rally. Tickets are Thanks to the ZTA's, who made our chilly outstanding support. tuition ($350) for a donation of $1 a ticket. available from any Sigma Nu on campus. October mixer a real scream. Special Let's all get rowdy this weekend and pull me tuition will be given away N ~ ~ .  1982 h 
thhks to brother Bobby Luttrell for his the Gamecocks through their 37th con- 
generous help last Thursday. secutive victory. ATO THE ONLY WAY TO 
We welcome all of our new little sisters GO! 
Pi Kappa Phi New Biscuit Breakfast 
By MIKE GIBSON Thanks to Phi Mu for inviting us to the 
There's nothing like a college balloon unveiling. It was an impressive 
homecoming, and JSU's is no exception. ceremony, and we were really proud to be 
With all the events, yard displays, and the there. 
parade, it certainly makes this the most 
colorful and busy week of the year. We're Welcome to our two new pledges, Chan- 
glad to be a part of Jacksonville State's dler Hall and Wayne Hicks. These two guys 
Centennial Celebration. have jumped into the middle of things and 
The little sisters have been doing a great done a great job. In fact, Chan is our pledge 
job supporting us at pep rallies, intramural of the week. 
football games and just by brightening up Best of luck to the Gamecocks this week, Home Of The winner 
our house with their presence. Thanks for we're hoping for another big homecoming 
everything, ladies. win this year. 
pi ~ a p p ' s  football team won their third The Greek Experience is the greatest 
straight last Thursday agaimt Sigma Nu 7.0 thing that you can be a part of at JSU, and We Also Serve French Toast and 
in a game where two fine defensive squads the best place to eqerience it is at Pi Kappa 
had fine showings. phi. Platters with Biscillts & Gravy 1 C%$ Kappa Alpha 611 8. Palham ~ d .  ~ a o k s o n v i l l e  
I 
By STEVE MARTIN toriowly. 
On behalf of the Delta Phi Chapter, the We also had a road trip taken by a few 
KA's would like to congratulate the top ten brothers last week. Our pledge schemed 
finalist of the Homecoming Pageant. May together and escorted Mark Puckett, Ricky 
the fairest of all reign over Jax State Lundy, Jamie Oyler, and Scott Butler to 
through the next year. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l o o s a  for a night's stay at the KA 
The Miller Tug4f-War went great for us establishment there. What a trip! 
last week. We all agreed that it feels really Speaking of trips, our Mixer with Phi Mu 
'good to take such a competition with a clean was a definite trip. Thanks ladies, for a 
sweep. The gents who pulled for us are: memorable evening at the "Limelight." 
Robbie Anchors, Jim Achley, Jim Tate, Homecoming is here! The activities 1 Pelham Rd., Jacksonville, AL. 
Kirk Patterson, Kerry Kochler, Eddie around the house are in high gear and full 1 BREAKFAST SERVED 6:00 a.m. to 1 10:30 a.m. EVERYDAY Chandler, and Jeff Ramey. We are ex- swing. We've had a terrific time getting it 
tremely proud of these men and wish them all together. Let's tear up the stands with 
luck in. the final "Tugaff ." cheer for this centenniar celebration! 
Our win over Delta Chi last week was a Wappy Homecoming everyone! And Happy 
~b me.;.: howcve- --e ?id DQL :I em '1701- ;@& &%day Sax Sbw. 
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Alpha Sigma Nu 
on being chosen "pledge of the week", Ray 
CRUMP 
Delta 1 
has been doing a great job so far and really 
We would like to welcome 25 young ladies deserved this honoi. By JANICE THOMAS Apologies go out to Peggy Hodnett, senior 
into our little sister program. Our new little The Sigs had a good week in football with a Alpha Xis really enjoyed the Pajama beauty, and Shelia Parker, sophomore 
sisters are: Leigh Hartzog, Karen Victory, hard fought victory over the Taus. We're Party with the Zetas last Wednesday night! favorite, because their names were left out 
Anne Jent, Kay Clark, Jayna Sullivan, looking forward to seeing them again in the It was fun having the girls down on our hall of last week's article. We are proud of both 
Emily Hardegree, Kim Hughston, Patti playoffs. Charles  odd and the entire and we hope they had a good time. of you! 
Naramore, Pam Ragan, Susie Reinier, defense played an outstanding game, get- Congratulations to all of the Alpha Xis 
Susie Smith, Leah Cobb, Kim Stubblefield, ting their second straight shut out and chosen in the Top Ten Homecoming Alpha Xis are very excited about Our new 
Judi Bates, Mary Fricks, Sherri Talley, Franklin Self really looked good on offense. Finalists. They were Kathleen Cun- Foster Child, Desiree. We her 
Scarlet Moore, Toni Lynch, Cyndi Elkins, This is homecoming week and we h o p  ningham, AM Stewart, and Charlotte through the Christian Fund 
Donna Frazier, Sherry McKenzie, Lisa that everyone is ready to have one of the Broome. Good Luck to all of you! we hope we can be an asset to her. 
Mecarhey, Trisha Gizzard, Jana Tolbort, best times of your life at J.s.u. The AlphaXisareredyfiredupfor theMiller Alpha Xis have become with 
Dawn Claridy. We are proud of each of Gamecocks are riding high and need this Drive and everyone is really working hard. adopting grandparents at the 
them. win to keep their playoff hopes alive. Go Congratulations to all of the new Nursing Home. We've had so mu* fun with 
We would like to congratulate Ray Hudson Cocks. Fraternity Little Sisters. Alpha Xis are them! Deborah Samples, phganthr0PY 
really proud of all of you! chairman, has done a great job organizing it 
Best wishes to Pam Holmes on her recent all. Thanks, Deborah! 
< Alpha Kappa Alpha lavalier. Sister of the Week was Melanie Good luck to the W'necocks on their West and Pledge of the Week was Jill Bid- Homecoming game! 
dle. 
By WINIFRED WILSON Prizes will be given away to those who are 
Last weekend several Sorors from the best disguised. Look for in depth detail on Christian Student  ellow ow ship 
Lambda Pi chapter went to Miles College, in 
Birmingham, to attend the annual Cluster. 
Representatives from our chapter had fun 
mingling with Sorors from the other 
chapters, although it was a learning ex- 
perience, too. The Sorors of the Lambda Pi 
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
Inc., would like to congratulate those ladies 
who were chosen to be initiated into the 
Pyramid Pledge Club. Also, we would like 
to congratulate Miss Deborah Wilson, a 
representative of Kappa Alpha Psi, for 
being chosen as a candidate for Miss 
Homecoming 1982. We are sure all in- 
dependents and Greeks will show their 
support by casting their vote for Deborah. 
Now that you have partied with the rest, 
come party with the best! This Sunday 
make plans to, attend our costume party. 
your dormitory bulletin board, soon! 
The Sorors have been busy rehearsing and 
making plans for the annual U.N.C.F. 
(United Negro College Fund) Step-Down. 
We are looking forward to this colossal 
event with other Greeks and the support of 
independents to route us all on to victory. 
It is that time again, independents. Next 
month, the Alphs Kappa Alpha's will be 
having their annual Fall Rush. This is your 
chance to be formally introduced to the 
Sorors, view the new sorority room and let 
us know a little about yourself. For those 
independents interested in the ladies of 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, come by Curtiss Hall 
(basement) on Nov. 8, 1982 (T.B.A.) 
Remember: If you want a friend, be a 
friend-If you want sisterhood, be an Alpha 
Kappa Alpha lady. 





$Zoo Off Any 1 5 ~ ~  Pizza
Free Pitchers of 
Miller With 12 or 
Pizza 
All Other Pitchers $zSo 
Try Our Buffet Every 
Tues. U Thurs. 
A new open Bible discussion will begin disciples. The discussion will be led by Bob 
tonight at 9: 15 in the TV room of Crow Hall. Prichard, campus minister for the Christian 
The study will continue each Thursday night Student Center. Everyone is welcome to 
through the semester at 9:15. The join the discussion. For more information, 
discussion will center around the teachings call 435-9356. 
of Jesus, and the demands he makes of His 
Christian Student Center 
The Christian Student Center will sponsor Patricia Neal. Admission is free, and the 
the showing of the classic science fiction public is invited. The Christian Student 
movie "The Day the Earth Stood Still," at 8 Center is located just off the northwest 
p.m. on Friday, Oct. 29. This story of a man corner of the campus (across the railroad 
from outer space who comes to earth with a hacks). For more information, c d  Bob 
message of peace, stars Michael Rennie and Prichard, at  435-9356. 
Halloween costume contest set for today 
SAGA'S Annual Halloween today in the Jack Hopper best costume will begin at 
Costume Contest will be held Dining Hall. Judging for 490 and end at 6:OO. 
HAPPY HOMECOMING JSU 11 
The Package Store 
Schlitz Cans 5.75 I2pk 11.35 Case 
Bud Lite 6.45 I2pk 12.90 Case 
Pabst 5.40 12pk 10.80 Case 
Schlitz Malt 16 oz. 3.45 6pk 
Miller Cans 6.00 l2pk 12.00 Case 
I Old Milwaulkte 4.40 l2pk (plus deposit) (rhturnablu) THE BAR THURSDAY NIT€ 
Reach for a Hring Nitr 
GAMECOCKS! 
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cInterview schedule cl 
DATE 
Thursday, Nov. 4th 
Friday, Nov. 5th 
Tuesday, Nov. 9th 
Wednesday, Nov. 10th 
Tuesday, Nov. 16th 
Tuesday & Wednesday, 
Nov. 16 & 17 
Jax State 
COMPANYSCHOOL LOCATION 
Coweta County Schools Newnan, GA 
Ala. Extension Service Auburn, AL 
(Ins. Agency) 
Massachusetts Indemity Albertville, AL 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield-AL Birmingham, AL 
Reigal Textiles Corp. Trion, GA 
State of Alabama Highway Dept. Montgomery, AL 
to host high school band 
JSU will host approximately 4,500 high school band 
members who will compete in the annual Music Bowl 
November 6 at Paul Snow Stadium. Part of the proceeds 
will go to the Shriners, who sponsor burn clinics and centers 
for crippled children. 
The competition will feature 32 bands from Alabama, 
Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida. The contest begins at 9 
am. and the bands will perfom continuously until 10 p.m. 
20V2 East  12th Street 
Anniston, A labama 36201 
205-236-3597 
I I  Licensed by The Alabama State DeDartment of Education I1 
I "LEARN TO FLY" 
Get Your Pilot Certificate In 
Just 3 Months! 
The Best Way In The World 
To learn To Fly. 
(Student Rates Available) 
( GOLD DUST FLYING SERVICE, INC. I 305 Airport Road Jacksowille Airport Phone 435-2032 I I v Every Bride V 7 has a Preference 
and we have yours! 
The Brydal Shoppe 
1026 Ncble St 1519Rc~nbow Drive 
A m t o n ,  AL Godsden, AL 
Iri-nceqf .f7 Ctewarf's 'Tuxedc Shoe 
POSITION(S) 
Teachers 
Assistant County Agent 
Sales 
Mgt . Trainee 
Accounting 





Manufacturing Management Business Majors 
Will be here (2) days -Various positions available L 
competition for charity 
Bands from the following area high schools will also Stadium the day of the event at $4 for adults and $2 for 
compete: Hokes Bluff High School, Winterboro High students. 
School, Etowah High School, Emma Sansom High School, Bands winning in three divisions will receive trophies and 
Oxford High School, and Anniston High School. the overall winner will receive an expense-paid trip to The 
Orange Bowl in Miami. There, bands will march L? The 
Orange Bowl parade and compete for a national trophy in 
Tickets will be on sale at ticket booths at Paul Snow the Great Band., of the O r w e  ~~~l competition. 
-, 
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Make It 35 Uictorius!! 
Hwy. 21 South 
Jar ksenuillr 
- 
: Mon. 1st tua.  2nd Wud. 3rd i 
"BOO~ Your hlly 
At Chap" 
435 -5734 
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Gamecocks suffer their first 
shutout in 140 season games 
All good things must come to an end, and so it was with David Williams ran 20 yards in the second quarter for the 
our record of undefeat. The Tennesse-attanooga ~ o c s  third touchdown. The final touchdown was scored in the 
shut out the Gamecocks last Saturday in what really third by Byron Holmes after completion of a 32 yard pass by 
shouldn't be called a match, second string quarterback Gary Bloodsaw. 
Alison Andrews 
Sports Editor 
All PATS were made by Jack Teichrnann, and the final 
score was 280, registering the first loss of the season for 
JSU, and the f i s t  shutout in 140 season games. 
THE STATISTICS 
Chattanooga 28 Jacksonville 
17 First downs 19 
214 A- Yards rushing vn 
What happened was that UTC played cr good game of 
football. They did not lose a fumble, or throw an in- 
terception. Their defense shut down our offense, (Ed Lett 
was able to complete only 22 of 45 passes attempted) and 
our injury-ridden defense barely slowed them down. 
The Mocs took a 14-0 lead in the very f i s t  quarter. David 
McCrary returned a JSU punt 92 yards, but a clipping call 
voided the touchdown. Artis Edwsds com~leted the touch- 
down with 5:02 remaining, and later in &e same quarter 
Ralph Potter scored on a 6 yard run. 









Photo by Mike Roberts 




Ed Lett - 'A fine quarterback ' 
get drafted, that's great," hesays, "If you don't, you go on 
The Gamecock quar- 
terback has been hailed by 
many as  the finest QB ever 
to play for 3SU, but he denies 
the accusation that the 
Gamecocks are a one-man 
team; "We have a very good 
offensive line and our backs 
and receivers amaze me 
every time they get the 
ball," said Lett, "With 
players like these, my job is 
shot at the 1982 Division11 
title. According to Lett, the 
team has depth and 
maturity. "We've all come 
through the ranks together," 
he said, "We know each other and we can depend 
on each other in tight situations." 
A native of Glencoe, Alabama, Lett feels he has been 
lucky to attend school here. He feels that the size of this 
By BRUCE TrmKER 
Jacksonville State, like all other universities, has many 
homecoming traditions. Among these are the crowning of 
Miss Homecoming, the homecoming parade, yard 
decorations and float competitions, and various alumni 
activities. All these happenings provide much of the ex- 
citement and electricity that make this celebration a 
highlight of the football season. 
But let's keep in mind that it is football season. One of the 
biggest and longest running homecoming traditions is that 
the Gamecocks simply do not lose. The Centennial 
homecoming game is against the Statesmen of Delta State. 
Coach Fuller said, "Delta State has a new coach and a new 
outlook. They have survised everyone in the league and 
we will have to bounce back ready to play if we hope to keep 
our homecoming record intact." That homecoming record 
is 3402 .  Saturday's game against the Statesmen will be the 
start of a stretch run that hopefully will result in yet another 
GSC title and NCAA playoff berth for the Gamecocks. 
With a record d 5-2, Delta State is surprisingly strong. 
After a loss to Livingston last week on ABC television, the 
Statesmen should be fired-up to try and break JSU's 
homecoming streak. DSU's game is weighted slightly 
toward the run. Ronnie Parker, their top rusher, con- 
tributes about 70 of a 187 yards per game average. The 
quarterback, Scott Butler, and his receivers add close to 150 
yards per game through the air. 
Delta State has fallen victim to the Gamecocks in five 
previous homecoming games, the most memorable being in 
1965. Delta State posted a record of 9-1-0 for that year. 
Their loss to Jax State was by one point, 1b9. The 
Statesmen missed a short field goal in the closing moments 
of the game to preserve another homecoming victory for 
JSU. 
Jax State will depend on Ed Lett and his fleet footed 
receivers to pick the Gamecocks up after a disappointing 
loss last week to UTC. Previous to that game, the 
Gamecocks had scored in 135 consecutive regular season 
games, dating back to 1968. 
This game is more than just another homecoming. "Our 
next four games will determine our conference and playoff 
hopes," Fuller said this week. "Every game will be 
crucial, especially the one this Saturday. Delta State has 
the personnel to beat us and outstanding coaching." 
Jacksonville State has never lost a homecoming game so 
you can bet the Gamecocks will be fired up and ready to 
keep the stpeak alive. Hopefully, this game will see the 
return of a few injured players and the continuation of a 
homecoming tradition. So everyone be sure to turn out 
Saturday to help the Cocks win number 35. Game time at 










On The Square 
Jacksonville 415-521 1 
. 
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Women's tennis spots are still open 
By ANDY JONES spring are against Delta State, Mississippi 
Here at JSU, the tennis teams, like most of College, UNA, and Valdosta. Perhaps 
otlr other sports teams, have a winning Valdosta State will be the toughest as they 
reputation to live up to. People elsewhere competed in the nationals last year. 
e we're The eight member team has three returns 
£rom last year. Members of the team are 
State has not lost a homecoming game since the first one This year, Aileen Finley, a former team Rae Clayton, Kara Click, Cheryl Hickey, 
member, is coaching the women's tennis Susan Nixon, Celeste Champion, Pam 
and has hopes of winning the Gulf Helms, Erin Claredy, and Scarlet Lusk. 
Conference. Finley is a graduate TWO other girls will begin playing in 
t with a semester of coaching and January, and in February, final cuts will 
determine the seven member squad for the 
ly "young" team trains every spring season. 
g in about 10 hours on the court. It is still not too late to try out for the team 
their first and only match for whch will compete through April. If in- 
was against Jeff State, and terested, please contact Coach Finley 
consisted of 10 singles games and 4 games of through the coliseum (ext. 515). Although 
doubles. The ladies won 8 and 2 respec- scholarships are not available for every 
tively. Coach Finley is trying to arrange team member, the university does provide 
Pistol championship set matches with Shorter College and Calhoun uniforms and shoes. The team is a member Junior College before the weather tuns too of the NCAA Division I1 of the Gulf South 
cold for playing. Matches scheduled for this Conference. 
WHAT: 1st ANNUAL GAMECOCK OPEN PISTOL 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
WHO: Open to all JAX STATE students, faculty and 
staff. 
WHEN : WED. and THURS Octobei 27 & 28, From 1 : 00 
PM to 4:00 PM, EACH DAY. 
WHERE: Indoor Riffle Range at-the Military Science 
Bldg., Rowe Hall. 
TROPHIES: TWO CATEGORIES: SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
& REVOLVERS 
lst, 2nd, & 3rd Place- Male (each category) 
lst, 2nd, & 3rd Place-Female (each category) 
lst, 2nd, & 3rd Place-Faculty and Staff 
SPECIAL AWARD-Fraternity, Sorority or Organization 
with the most entrants! ! 
COST: $1.00 for 20 shots-ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS 
YOU WANT, IN EITHER OR BOTH CATEGORIES. 
WE WILL SUPPLY ALL WEAPONS AND AM- 
MUNITION ! 
---PROCEEDS WILL HELP SUPPORT YOUR 
GAMECOCRVARSITY RIFLE TEAM- 
Quality Beverage 
Proudly Presents the 
Miller High Life 
Player of the Week- 
For An Outstanding 
Performance in the 
Football Game 
GREG LOWERY 
Lowery has grabbed national attention 1501 Buintard AVQ. 55430 Pelham Rd. with his extremely high average of about 45 
I (~i)c,d dt p rrt ' )pat rq V ,* 5 ~ 1 ) t i  1 1  d u i t + a n \  ottlrrofler P1rac.e prrcerlt c( u p o l  PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
0 i le l i t  1)rrzent coupon \ % I I C  I I  order~ng SPONSORED BY THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY 0 Offer rxvrre. 11-11-82 ~ 11-11-82 - F - t 
GMAT OCAT VAT 
Flexible Programs & Hours 
There I S  a difference!!! 
EDUCATIONAL 
Test Preparation Speclaltsts Since 1935 
For Information Pleasc Call: 
(2051 93V-0183 
2130 HIGHLAND AVENUE 
IIRMINCHAM. ALAIAMA 
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One of the largest groups 
JSU honors senior players 
By DAVID GATIlS 
Eighteen senior football players will soon play their 
last college game. This is one of the largest 
groups of senior football players ever at JSU. Coach 
Fuller has 10 defensive men, 7 offensive men, and 1 punter, 
most of whom are from Alabama, in this category. Of the 
18, three of these men were walk-ons, and two of the three 
(Jack Hall - TE, and Ronald Cooper - DL) never received 
scholarships. Both of these players are a big asset to the 
team. 
Although there is a large number of them, they are ex- 
tremely close to each other. They consider themselves one 
big family. Nearly all of the 18 players have played their 
entire four years of collegiate football here at JSU. Most 
live in Salls Hall. Being around each other so much, they 
have learned a great deal from one another. 
The seniors are proud of what they stand for both on the 
field and off the field, and should be remembered not only 
for the games they won, but also for the accomplishments 
they have made for the school and themselves. 
"They come to school for more than just to play football," 
said Coach Fuller. "Their main priority is to get an 
education." 
JSU has some players who are going to try to play pro ball 
such as Greg Lowery (Punter), Ed Lett (QB), Simon 
Shepherd (LB), but each of them will tell you that they want 
their edupation first. This is not so at many other univer- 
sities. Alot of players at major schools go to college only to 
play football. You can ask any of these players and Coach 
Fuller, and you will get the same reply: "Education comes 
first." If that's not enough, check with some of the players 
Rifle team returns veterans 
By KEITH SCHER season. Other shooters returning from last year's 421  team 
The Jax State Rifle Team, last year's Gulf South Con- are treasurer Connie Howard, Anne Murray, Robbie Smith, 
ference Champion, is hoping to shoot its way to No. 1 again. Melinda Alvasez, Barry Stamps, Mike Walder, Mike 
This year's team captains; Robin Scher, Bill Putman and Clinscales, Randy Phillips, Todd Abercrombie and Emelyn 
Ted Mauzey, are all returning seasoned veterans from last East. The rifle team is sharpening its skills through in- 
tersquad matches. This will also determine the traveling 
team for this year. Sgt. Chet Godwin is the coach, and 
Danny Johnson is the instructor. Good luck to this year's 
team. May they bring home another GSC Championship. 
Classif ieds Friday's pep rally e of year again. Homecoming 1982 promises 
yet. This year the pep rally will be held on 
n t h ~  llvl field. Again we will be having a bon 
will play until 11 p.m. Homecoming 
of the year. Get involved and support 
Golf team finishes 
season undefeated 
By DENNIS SHEARS 
The JSU golf team finished 
its fall season with two 
tournament wins, a 13-0 
record, and a ranking of 5th 
in the nation by Golf World 
Magazine. 
The team's final game of 
this season was a fund 
raising tournament played 
at Indian Oaks Country Club, 
in Anniston on Oct. 18. 
Coach Steve Bailey and the 
team members said they 
would like to extend a special 
thanks to all who par- 
ticipated in the tournament, 
which was called the 
Gamecock Classic. 
"The tournament was 
highly successful and a great 
deal of money was raised 
because of the generous 
support and participation of 
"We had a great fall 
season and we're really 
looking forward to the spring 
season," said Bailey. "The 
team members will remain 
the same, and the tour- 
nament schedule will 
resume in February." 
JSU will host the Gulf 
South Conference Cham- 
pionship for golf teams from 
this part of the United States, 
a tournament the players are 
really looking forward to. 
to find out what kind of grades they make. The records will 
speak for themselves. 
The players feel they are especially fortunate in having 
worked with Coach Fuller. To them, he is more than just a 
coach. He is an advisor, leader, and friend. To sum it up, 
one player said, "He is more like a father to us -he listens to 
us and respects us just as we respect him. There have been 
many times that when we had personal problems, we 
turned to him just as we would our own father." 
Coach Fuller is like all other coaches in the respect that 
he hopes some of his players will make it big in the NFL, or 
the CFL, but it makes him extremely proud knowing that if 
they don't make it there, they have the education to do 
something else with their lives. 
Please refer to picture on page 24. 
ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS 
COMPATIBLE WITH 
YOUR PERSONALITY 
* Learn the career fields that best suit your personal!. 
Direct your academic efforts effic~ently 
Prepare for the career offering greatest selfqratification 
Avord time-wasting attempts to become what you are not 
Learn the personalty trarts to work on to ach~eve your goals 
By comparing your personality profile with the personality profiles of 
thousands of successful men and women in a variety of career fields 
PERSGNAMETRIX can determine the extent to whlch your personality i s  
suited for a specific career 
Simply complete our 60-minute self administered personality Inventory In 
the privacy of your home and return ~t to us We will assess your personal 
data professionally and return a comprehensive report descr~bing your 
personality proflie and the extent to which your profile resembles the pro 
files of those who have achieved succes5 in career fields that interest you 
I Send your name, address and 525 00 (check or rnoney order) to Refurbished apartments Qping services available. ,. available, 1 and 2 bedrooms Reasonable rates. Call PERSONAMETRIX & townhouses. Call 2373771 Debbie Kev at 435-2478. 9171 Wilsh~re Blvd , Su~te 300. Beverly Hills, CA 90210 I ----- 
or 4352129 after 5 p.m. I 
- 
10 spd. motobecan $75. 











-Y m l e "  commented I WSIBLE  I - I Bailey. Sixty-seven players took part in the tournament KATHY GODWIN which included J~~ state Call Kathy at 820-6080 xoo.5 FM team members and people of or 820-2126 Stereo the community. 
GRADUATE NURSES 
AN INVITATION 
TO PARTICIPATE IN STATE 
An intensive review of nursing knowledge included in  the new State Board 
Examination. Each of the five major clinical areas w i l l  be covered and 
organized around the new test plan in  five eight-hour sessions, with the first 
session on Thursday, December 16,1982.  Nine out of ten graduate nurses who 
completed all  five reviews in  June passed the July exam. 
PRESENTED BY: Health Care Consultants 
IN COOPERATION WITH: Doctors Hospital of Mobile 
and 
Hospital Corporation of America 
REGISTRATION FEES: Registration fees are $40 for each review session or 
$150 for four or al l  sessions. Cost includes textbook, educational materials for 
each session and coffee break sessions. Free to Doctors Hospital employees. 
FREE SEMINAR on the February 1983  Examination to be conducted Thursday, 
December 16, at 7:30 p.m., by Shirley Dykes, Educational Consultant, State 
Board of Nursing. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Barbara Bell Doctors Hospital of Mobile 
Health Care Consultants of Mobile 1700  Center Street 
1601 -103 Knollwood Drive Mobile, Alabama 36606  
Mobile, Alabama 36609  (205) 438-4551 Ext. 6 0 4  
1205) 666-0250 0: 343-9 173 
Doctors Hospital of Mobile 
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URAL SPORTS PAGE 
A l ~ h a  Zeta Delta 
BCM Girls 
TEAM MEMBERS 
The BCM Girls Football Team began the season with 
a strong 16 member team, however because of injuries 
and class conflicts, the team now consists of nine girls. 
Both offense and  defense is led by Sharon 
Machean. o n  offense, she calls the plays from the bud 
le using various formations we have worked on in 
practice. In calling the defensive plays, Machean 
sends in an  occasional blitz. 
.+ The BCM Girls coaches are  Darrel Reavis, Duff 
Manners and Keaton Manners. 
I Strike Force 6 a. The Dog 34 
Kappa Sigma 14 VS. Alpha Tau Omega O 
Alpha Delta(Forfeit) us. Alpha Sister 
Weatherly VJonders us. BCM Hlomen(Fohit) 
Hardees O VS. Squad 6 
Rosa Lynn Whiff en Runningback Crow Gators 0 vs, BCM Men 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tracje Wallace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -  Runningback 
Suzanne Adams . . . . . . . . . . .  Offensive Lineman M t a  Chi 12 us. Kappa Alpha 13 
Debbie Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . .  Offensive Lineman 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Pcrtti Gorum Offensive Lineman 
Janda Bolden . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Offensive End Sigma NU 0 VS. Pi Kappa Phi 7 
Sarah McGuffin . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Offensive End 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Glenda Wiggins Wingback 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mistv Atchinson Defense 
Sharon Machean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A m N n O N  TEAM CAPTAINS: 
Contact Steve Foster At The Chanticle 
COURTESY OF MILLER HIGH LIFE 














Jon Bare field 
Jack Hall 
Mark Hampton 
Ted Watson 
Gregg Lowery 
Loughry Robinson 
